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1898 - Our Seventy-Ninth Year - 1976 

Dear Friend: 

It is my pleasure to inform you that you are being considered for 
inclusion in the Sixteenth Edition of WHO'S WHO IN THE EAST. 

I have enclosed a copy of our biographical data form. Would you be 
kind enough to fill out and sign this form and return it to us at your 
earliest convenience, so that our editors may have your data in time to 
evaluate it for the new edition? 

We are frequently asked, "How do people get into any Who's Who 
volume?" Selection is based on the fundamental principle of reference value. 
Although the public may regard selection for inclusion as a kind of recog-
nition of your accomplishments -- and quite justifiably so -- it is not 
our purpose to confer such distinction. WHO'S WHO IN THE EAST is a reference 
work, not a social register. 

Published biennially since 1948 by Marquis Who's Who, Inc., America's 
leading biographical archivists, WHO'S WHO IN THE EAST is intended to serve 
the needs of the nation's public, institutional, and private reference 
libraries. There are few such libraries that do not keep the current edition 
in their reference collection. 

The biographical data you supply will be examined by our unbiased 
staff of editors who will evaluate your qualifications for inclusion in WHO'S 
WHO IN THE EAST. If selection for inclusion appears warranted, we will pre-
pare your biography in Who's Who format, and a prepublication proof will be 
sent to you for checking to ensure that it is accurate and up-to-date. 

Of course, selection for inclusion carries with it no cost or 
obligation. Listings in WHO'S WHO IN THE EAST are not for sale. On behalf 
of the editors, may I congratulate you on the accomplishments that have led 
them to consider your name for inclusion in WHO'S WHO IN THE EAST. May we 
look forward to receiving your completed biographical data form. 

Sincerely, 

/qv ieed 
Paul Rohe 
Editorial Director 

P.S. In the course of their biographical research, our editors make use of 
many sources, and your name may be in more than one of them. If you have 
already supplied data for WHO'S WHO IN THE EAST, please advise us so that 
we may spare you duplicate mailings. 
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Harold 	 Weisberg 

writar 

Philadelphia, PA, 	 April 8, 1913 

Frederick 
	

Weisberg 

Sarah 
	

Spiegel 

University of Delaware 

Lillian Stone 
	

August 3, 1942 

None 

Newspaper, magazine correspondent; Senate investigator, editor; intelligence 

analyst (0.S.Z.). Best known for first nni most books on Warren Report (four of WHITEWASH 
series, OSWALD IN NEW ORLEANS, POST NORTEK) and RINE FRAME-UP on Martin Luther Eingaesassi-i 
nation, which provided basis for reopening case in court. Publisher. Pioneer in use of Free. 
don of Information law, made more use of it than anyone else and partly responsible for 
Congressional strengthening in 1974. Publisher, newspaper, magazine consultant on political 
assassinations. 

Consultant to publishers, newspepars,magazines on political assassinations, 
related subjects. 

Army, OSS World War II 	 (In intelligence but forget name) 

First Media Workshop award for FRAME-UP, King assassination investigation. 



Democrat 

See under career, awards 

Rt. 12, Frederick, Md, 21741 USA 
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